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Where does it stand out from the rest? Well, there are so many ball heads on
the market at this price point and 3 Legged Thing does everything youd expect

from one. Its a ball head, which means it will be stable, easy to use and rock
heavy. There was no problem with the quality of 3LTs head. Its the accessories.
The cable is of a standard quality youd expect from so called budget equipment
like this. Its comfortable to use and the viewfinder is highly adjustable. The only
thing I wish it had was a bit more stability during panning. This really needs to

be sorted. The only other thing that really stands out for me is the lens that 3LT
ships their heads with. Specifically the 41mm ELF 1.8, which is a fantastic lens
that Ive had for a while and use all the time. This is another aspect that really
showed how good the ELF 1.8 really is, as 3LT has actually managed to source
a brand new 41mm ELF with T1.8. Awesome! El cheapo ball heads are hit and

miss. They often use the same budget plastics and often have those cheap feel
head knobs. They are also not very rock heavy and the cable is rubbish. 3

Legged Thing however, came up with a fantastic head at a price that is just...
you know, affordable. Its a very good head at a very fair price. For something
so well made, its a very good head. Now, Im not saying Ive played it a 1000
games with it and did a million tests, that wouldnt be me saying that. But Im
confident that even if youre an experienced user, youll still find this to be a

competent head. Ive been using it for a few months now and it has only
performed as youd expect a good ball head to.
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The maximum ball capacity for all the three is 10kg. The Vu Pro is the largest
and most professional of the three. Its not just in capacity that this head

impresses, though. Theres the feel of a higher quality head. Its really smooth
and stable. Its one of the best ball heads I have ever used. When you pick up

the ball, it feels like its very solidly connected to the head. Its not prone to
disconnecting on camera moves. When the ball is locked in place, its like its not
even there. The BH-58 and Vu Pro do not feel quite as well made, but neither of
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them are sloppy. For extra credit points you get an additonal ball head. The
RRS standard manual release. Its an extra $400 and you get it in a version with

a pad in the middle. Its not the most attractive on the outside. Its a perfectly
acceptable design when its in use, but its not great to look at. Some people

might prefer a ball head that has just the ball (like the AirHed Pro) without the
annoying middle pad. In a similar way to the Vu Pro, the RRS has a perfectly

balance weight. Its not heavy and grippy on the camera like the Pro, but its also
not really light and flimsy like the Vu. It just feels like a single heavy ball which

really adds to its stability. In fact, if you combine it with the BH-58 (another
reasonably well balanced head), it has a ball capacity of almost 16kg. Then

there is the vu me digital photo ball software download low down, the BH-68.
Its only $360, but its the cheapest I have tested, so without a doubt, its the
cheapest ball head on the market. Its a far more conventional design, with a
ball and a base (although, I think its only the base, given the stability of the

ball). 5ec8ef588b
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